Background: Improvements in high-throughput technology and its increasing use have led to the generation of many highly complex datasets that often address similar biological questions. Combining information from these studies can increase the reliability and generalizability of results and also yield new insights that guide future research.
Results: This paper describes a novel algorithm called BLANKET for symmetric analysis of two experiments that assess informativeness of descriptors. The experiments are required to be related only in that their descriptor sets intersect substantially and their definitions of case and control are consistent. From resulting lists of n descriptors ranked by informativeness, BLANKET determines shortlists of descriptors from each experiment, generally of different lengths p and q. For any pair of shortlists, four numbers are evident: the number of descriptors appearing in both shortlists, in exactly one shortlist, or in neither shortlist. From the associated contingency table, BLANKET computes Right Fisher Exact Test (RFET) values used as scores over a plane of possible pairs of shortlist lengths [1, 2] . BLANKET then chooses a pair or pairs with RFET score less than a threshold; the threshold depends upon n and shortlist length limits and represents a quality of intersection achieved by less than 5% of random lists.
Conclusions: Researchers seek within a universe of descriptors some minimal subset that collectively and efficiently predicts experimental outcomes. Ideally, any smaller subset should be insufficient for reliable prediction and any larger subset should have little additional accuracy. As a method, BLANKET is easy to conceptualize and presents only moderate computational complexity. Many existing databases could be mined using BLANKET to suggest optimal sets of predictive descriptors.
Background
In contemporary high-throughput experiments, very many descriptor values can be measured, leading to the issue of correction for multiple testing to minimize false positives at the cost of a high number of false negatives. Reconciliation entails compromises that are to some extent arbitrary. A deterministic method is needed for selecting a minimal, distinguished set of descriptors that collectively provide effective, efficient prediction. Researchers can subsequently investigate members of such a subset to determine exactly how they are related (e.g. are they genetically or chemically related?) and perhaps why they should be inherently associated with predictions (e.g. are some members of the shortlists components of a certain biochemical pathway?).
Meta-analysis is the general body of knowledge that addresses integrating results from multiple experimental programs on one topic; the purpose of this paper is to suggest inclusion of BLANKET as an additional technique [3] . Regarding related papers, we note that Hess and Iyer found that Fisher's combined p method applied to microarray data from spike-in experiments with RT-qPCR validation usually compared favorably to other methods [4] . However, they observed that other probe level testing methods generally selected many of the same genes as differentially expressed. So the method of finding differentially expressed genes is not the critical issue. As they further noted, current methods for analyzing microarray data do better at ranking genes rather than maintaining stated false positive rates. Regarding genes as descriptors (that is, expression of mRNAs or proteins), a vast, public repository of data that should support discovery of distinguished descriptor lists is supported by the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) project. GEO predominantly stores gene expression data generated by microarray technology [9] [10] [11] . Another huge data resource is Oncomine as developed by Rhodes et al. [12, 13] . Oncomine includes statistical reports on some 18,000 cancer gene expression microarrays.
Methods
Presented first are two synthetic examples. Suppose the number of distilled descriptors n = 500 and the ranked list for Experiment A is simply labeled 1, 2, ..., 500. Suppose in the ranked list for Experiment B, the first ten are a random permutation of 1, 2, ..., 10, and the other 490 are a random permutation of 11, 12,...,500. We would expect BLANKET to suggest an optimal subset of the first ten just as is shown in Figure 1 Experiment A best shortlist pairs (9,2), (7, 3) , (4, 4) , (2, 6) RFET Score Experiment B GSE2399, entitled "MicroRNA expression in lymphoma lines" [9] . Two experiments evaluated miRNA expression levels in cell lines OCI-Ly4 and OCI-Ly7 (both relative to the same control cells); these cell lines carry amplification of genomic region of interest 13q31-q32 that is thought to be oncogenic. In each experiment the results from the cell lines were compared to the same measurements of normal B-cells. best shortlist pairs (7, 2), (6, 4) , (4, 9) OCI-Ly4 Exp. OCI-Ly7 Exp.
RFET Score might allow fine tuning when one is upregulated in case and the other downregulated, as is so for these miRNAs. Otherwise, shortlisted descriptors might exhibit consistent change associations between the two experiments, as is the case for 7 of the other 9 miRNAs in the BLANKET union of shortlists for these data. [29] . They found expression of VWF, DTR, CDH5, TIE, and IGFBP7 genes discriminated between cancer patients and healthy donors with a receiver operating characteristic curve accuracy of 0.93. Of the other two genes in the intersection, GRK5 is a G protein-coupled receptor kinase and is highly expressed in lung [30] . Lastly, COX7A1 is 13 kb from and possibly co-expressed with FXYD5 (alias dysadherin), a cancer-associated cell membrane glycoprotein that promotes experimental cancer metastasis [31] . All such values and corresponding descriptors should be noted by the researcher. All genes that achieve a level of informativeness discovered in a BLANKET selection might be considered. That is, the union of all the descriptors in the shortlists might be informative, as well as, of course, the intersection. If several pairs of shortlists fulfill this condition, then minimizing the RFET values or minimizing p+q might yield especially interesting shortlist pairs. Formally, the approach is the single-step Westfall-Young permutation p-value for potentially correlated tests, which controls the family-wise error and avoids the excessive conservativeness of Bonferroni bounds [33] . Furthermore, the approach has an exact interpretation as a kind of randomization test of a statistic (minimum nominal pvalue) in a population of equally likely outcomes (alignment of descriptor lists) conditioned on some aspect of the data (descriptor identities) [34] . This is an attractive approach, as it makes very few assumptions about the data and is entirely nonparametric.
Results

If
Discussion
The term BLANKET reflects the shapes of the surfaces in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 Regarding other related papers, we note that Hess and Iyer reported that Fisher's combined p method applied to microarray data from spike-in experiments with RT-qPCR validation usually compared favorably to other methods [4] . As they further noted, current methods for analyzing microarray data do better at ranking genes rather than maintaining stated false positive rates.
Breitling et al., devised the "rank product" method which in simplest form uses multiplication across N experiments of the reciprocal of rank positions of N descriptors, leading to a kind of global ranking [39, 40] . In some cases, two logically distinct lines of experimentation might lead to two classes, each including many experiments. The rank product approach might be applied to experiments from one class and then the other, and the two resulting global ranked lists be submitted to BLANKET. For example, in the context of a given case versus control study, a global ranked list could be derived from many microarray experiments. Then the same genes could be ranked from keyword studies of research papers associating them with case outcomes, again producing a global ranked list. Finally, the two global ranked lists, from very different lines of investigation, could be analyzed by BLANKET to discover collectively informative subsets of genes.
An enhancement of BLANKET in gene expression analysis of microarrays might include consistency of fold change. That is, the researcher might require that the genes in the intersection of shortlists all have fold change > 1 or all have fold change < 1 for case versus control. Doing this for randomly generated ranked lists and random fold changes would result in a table like Table 1 but with increased values.
Conclusions
The BLANKET method provides a visual representation of optimal selections of subsets of informative descriptors. A key observation in our real data is that there can be an abruptly lower (better) RFET score value, going from a plateau of almost 1 to a valley floor of almost 0 values as shortlist lengths are slightly incremented. Furthermore, if upper limits on the shortlist lengths are specified as 10 or 20, then our simulations provide values for RFET scores that allow rejection of the null hypothesis with 95% certainty. In such circumstances, BLANKET can suggest a sharp distinction between slightly too few and slightly too many descriptors, that is, a classifier based upon optimal collective informativeness.
